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Key events in developed markets next
week
Labour market data from the US, retail sales and a Bank of England
policy rate decision are all key events to watch out for next week as
we begin to see…

Source: Shutterstock

US: Jobs data highlights the challenges ahead
The US economy lost 22 million jobs between February and April as lockdowns forced businesses to
close and lay off workers while the reopening through May and June has allowed nearly 8 million
of those jobs come back. Nonetheless, there is still an almighty jobs deficit and with the renewed
spike in cases leading many states to reverse course and reintroduce Covid-19 containment
measures, we are seeing rising joblessness once again. This has been clearly highlighted by the
recent initial and continuing claims numbers and the Homebase daily data on employment in the
small business sector.

With respect to Friday’s US jobs report the timing of the data collection for payrolls is the week of
the 12th of July so we still expect to see an increase given employment was rising in the second
half of June and the first half of July - most of the job losses occurred in the second half of the
month. We are more cautious than the market though and look for a figure closer to 750,000
versus the current consensus of 1.5 million. We wouldn’t rule out a negative number for August
given the recent developments.

At the same time, the US$600 a week unemployment benefit boost to 30 million plus claimants
has effectively ended and will be replaced with something much smaller in size. So with virus fears
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on the rise, jobs being lost and incomes being squeezed, we feel the recovery could be much
bumpier than markets seemingly do.

Other data releases through the week include the ISM manufacturing and non-manufacturing
reports, which should show another gain as larger firms start to see a pick-up in activity, but it is
important to remember that these surveys don’t tell us much about the magnitude of
improvements, merely that a growing number of companies are experiencing stronger activity.
Renewed shutdowns could weigh on the ISM readings again from August.

Eurozone: Spike in retail sales expected
Next week will be slow in terms of macro data for the eurozone, but retail sales for June will be out
and provide some interesting insight into how the recovery of consumer spending has fared in the
second month after lockdowns. A sharp rise is still to be expected before things start to level off.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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Key events in EMEA and Latam next week
Industry data releases next week are unlikely to show a pronounced
change from last month as the recovery continues at a steady pace

Source: Shutterstock

Hungary: Manufacturing PMI and retail sales to show
continued rebound

We expect Hungary's manufacturing PMI to improve further, reaching the break-even point in July,
following a rebound in June. We expect industry to post another strong increase in output.
Nonetheless, the sector’s performance will still significantly lag behind the levels seen in the
previous year.

Retail sales might show an increase in year-on-year terms again in June, based on the weekly
monitor data published by the Statistical Office.

Meanwhile, we expect deficit-related problems to mount. After Hungary's deficit reached 97% of
the full-year target in June, we will definitely go above 100% in July, pushing the Ministry of
Finance closer to an official target review yet again.

Czech Republic: Unemployment rate, industry data and repo
rate unlikely to see much change

July's Manufacturing PMI might move back to the 50-point threshold, given the July increase in
industrial confidence and PMI surveys in Germany. However, June industrial production likely saw
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a double-digit contraction. June retail sales (supported by the calendar bias) might point to modest
year-on-year growth as already indicated by solid figures in May. The July unemployment rate is
likely to increase slightly. Government measures to support the job market have been prolonged
until August. The Czech National Bank's monetary meeting should not bring about any changes
to the current monetary setting, but it will introduce a new forecast. This will update some figures
such as the inflationary outlook, but broadly, it should paint a similar picture to that seen in May.
Right now, the longer-term stability of rates seems to be the most likely scenario.

EMEALatam Economic Calendar

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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Asia week ahead: Beginning of a new
month
Given the pandemic shows no signs of subsiding, a weak economic
tone will almost certainly be carried over to August. Unfortunately,
central bank monetary…

Source: Shutterstock

Start-of-the-month activity data
Next week’s Asian economic calendar is rammed with the usual start-of-the-month activity data
and much more.

The week will kick-off with July manufacturing purchasing manager index releases, which may
show some pick-up in manufacturing around the region. As of June, PMIs of the most Asian
economies were below 50, indicating a contraction.
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July exports figures from China, Korea, and Taiwan will shed light on how global demand is
behaving as the second wave of Covid-19 pandemic gains traction. On a positive note, Korea’s
business survey indicator for August this week revealed exports are recovering. We expect hard
data to show export gains on a monthly basis but year-on-year growth rates continuing in the
negative region.

A slew of countries will report consumer price data for July. Low-to-negative inflation has been the
order of the day amid weak demand as will be underpinned by consumer confidence and retail
sales figures from some countries.

Lastly, on the data front, Indonesia and the Philippines will report GDP for 2Q20. No prizes for
guessing the numbers will be worse than 1Q - most likely the worst-ever.

And some central bank noise
Three Asian central banks are meeting next week – the Reserve Bank of Australia, the Reserve Bank
of India, and the Bank of Thailand.

With their policy rates at all-time lows and focus on monetary easing working its way into the real
economy, Australia and Thailand's central bank meetings in all likelihood will pass as non-events.
We aren’t expecting either Bank to alter policy next week. Meanwhile, the RBA’s policy minutes
may provide some insights about the future policy course. 

Thailand's central bank has been saving available policy space for a worst-case scenario, as
Assistant Governor, Titanun Mallikamas, indicated recently. With the policy rate of 0.5%, there isn’t
much left. However, speculation about quantitative easing is likely to gain traction amid a change
of reign at the central bank.

This means all action is likely to be saved for India’s central bank meeting. We have been calling for
one more 25bp cut in this cycle. However, a spike in CPI inflation during the pandemic above the
RBI’s 6% policy limit has taken the steam out of this forecast. Still, we are keeping our rate cut
forecast for next week.

The consensus is almost evenly split on a ‘25bp rate cut’ and an ‘on-hold’ outcome.

Asia Economic Calendar

https://think.ing.com/opinions/korean-economy-strengthens/
https://think.ing.com/opinions/korean-economy-strengthens/
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